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Following a tectonic shift, the European tower industry
reunites face-to-face
Join the management teams of Europe’s established and new towercos alongside MNOs, investors and the industry supply chain for the 6th Annual
TowerXchange Meetup Europe – the home of the European tower industry.
Pre-COVID, back at the last face-to-face meeting of the European tower industry in 2019, TowerXchange commented that the winds of change were very much upon
us. Cellnex had just announced their multi-country deal with Iliad/Salt after a spate of acquisitions in 2017 and it appeared that M&A was on the up.
“On the up” was an understatement.
Since the industry last came together in London in 2019, over 330,000 towers have either been carved out or changed hands – that’s 45% of Europe’s total tower
stock! With that has come a host of sizeable new towercos, as well as new country teams as existing players have expanded their geographical footprint. We look
forward to welcoming many of these new players to the Meetup for the first time.
Plus we have seen other big changes:
< ESG has moved up the agenda as the mobile, and increasingly towerco, industry signs up to commit to net zero carbon emissions
< 5G auctions have taken place and rollout is underway with the industry exploring new avenues to support applications in public and private networks
< Lockdown measures have accelerated investment in digitalisation as tower owners look to optimise remote ways of working
< Cellnex has signed a landmark deal to acquire active equipment in Poland, bringing the augmented towerco discussion even further into the spotlight
< The Open RAN movement continues to gain momentum, opening up new potential opportunities for the towerco sector
< The threat posed by ground lease aggregators has become more acute with towercos becoming locked in legal battles
Over the course of the 17th and 18th May we look forward to welcoming the management teams of Europe’s leading towercos alongside MNOs, investors and the
industry supply chain to London for the 6th Annual TowerXchange Meetup Europe.

We hope you can join us!

Laura Graves
Research Director, TowerXchange
lgraves@towerxchange.com
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Network with the who’s who in European towers
Recognised as the home of the European tower industry, no other event assembles the same number of towercos and MNO tower teams from across
the continent.
Spanning issues from M&A and investment to innovation, technology and operational excellence, the Meetup welcomes diverse functions from across
company org charts and brings together the supply chain supporting the sector.

Past attendees include:
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Demographics of attendees at the past TowerXchange Meetup Europe
42% MNOs/towercos

22% CXOs

36% Towercos
14% Data platforms/tools
8%

Investor

8%

Strategic or financial advisor

8%

Small cells/DAS provider

6%

Energy equipment/services

6%

MNO

4%

Law firm

3%

Backhaul

2%

Local authority

2%

MSP/tower builder

2%

Technical advisor

3%

Other

29% Director
22% CXO
14% Manager/Senior Manager
13% Managing Director/Managing Partner
11% Head of Division
7%

VP/SVP

3%

Partner

1%

Chairman/Advisor

“Excellent opportunity to engage with all the players in this industry in one place with a great balance of formal
presentations and informal networking”
—Mark Easton, Principal Consultant, Huawei
“TowerXchange is the place to be if you are in the tower business and only have one opportunity during the year”
—Paolo Crochetti, Institutional Affairs Director, Ei Towers

“The number one event of its kind for the towerco and related industry; relevant, professional and always of value”
—Will Heapy, Director of Strategy, Axicom

Register to join us today!

https://meetup.towerxchange.com/europe

|

skerr@towerxchange.com

|

+1 603 966 0160
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Meet the 2022 speaker line-up

Markus Ala Hautala
COO
DIGITA

Bruno Jacobfeuerborn
CEO
DEUTSCHE FUNKTURM

Vivek Badrinath
CEO
VANTAGE TOWERS

Dagan Kasavana
Founder & CEO
PHOENIX TOWER
INTERNATIONAL

Scott Coates
CEO
WIRELESS INFRASTRUCTURE
GROUP

Tobias Martinez
CEO
CELLNEX

Christina Endresen
CEO
TELENOR INFRA

Giovanni Ferigo
CEO
INWIT

Rhys Phillip
CEO
CORNERSTONE

Nicolas Roy
CEO
TOTEM GROUP

Simon Frumkin
CEO
FRESHWAVE

Ravi Suchak
Vice President Public
Affairs, Sustainability &
Communications – EMEA
AMERICAN TOWER
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Meetup the 2022 speaker line-up

Alfonso Alvarez
Deputy Managing Director
CELLNEX

Azzahraa Annuar
Director Governance, Risk &
Compliance
EDOTCO GROUP

Maher Belhaj
CEO
ARYASON CONSULTING

Lena Betterman
Head of Supply Chain
VANTAGE TOWERS

Nadia Chelache
Sustainability Director
GSMA

Spencer Crawford-White
Partner
VISUAL INTELLIGENCE

Nikos Antoniou
PCM, Property Services
VODAFONE PROCUREMENT
COMPANY

James Burke
Principal
DIGITAL BRIDGE,
INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT

Tim Culver
Executive Chairman
PHOENIX TOWER
INTERNATIONAL

Mark Bartlett
Operations Director
CELLNEX UK

Ralf Capito
Director External Affairs
VANTAGE TOWERS

Santanu Das
Chief Acceleration Officer
BENTLEY SYSTEMS

Badiaa Bazarbacha
Regional Head of Sales
VANTAGE TOWERS

Luca Capozucca
Head of Innovation & Engineering
INWIT

Ana Diaz
Regional Head of Sales
VANTAGE TOWERS
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Meetup the 2022 speaker line-up

Charles Duntze
General Manager, France
PHOENIX TOWER
INTERNATIONAL

Neil Garnett
Strategic Product Manager &
Head of Network Deployment
Digitalization segment
ERICSSON

Chuck Green
Director
VANTAGE TOWERS
SUPERVISORY BOARD

Jean-Pierre Faisan
Chair, Communications
Working Group
EUROPEAN WIRELESS
INFRASTRUCTURE ASSOCIATION

Nate Foster
CEO
ATLAS TOWER GROUP

Yariv Geller
CEO and co-founder
VHIVE

Laura Graves
Research Director
TOWERXCHANGE

Sonia Hernandez
CCO
VANTAGE TOWERS

Preeti Kakkar
Head of Marketing & Sustainability
VANTAGE TOWERS

Jon Freeman
Stategic Growth Director
CELLNEX UK

Juan Jose Gaitan
Head of Investor Relations
CELLNEX

Andrew Griffin
Regional Business Manager
DELMEC

Mattias Grönlund
Strategic Product Manager,
Energy & Enclosure
ERICSSON

Damien Kelly
Head of Innovation
and Engineering
DELMEC

Dieter Kleerbaum
CIO
VANTAGE TOWERS
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Meetup the 2022 speaker line-up

Thomas Kohler
COO
TOTEM GROUP

Gayan Koralage
Director, Group Strategy
EDOTCO GROUP

Mirko Masi
Director, Technology
& Customer Solutions
CELLNEX

Ted Miller
Former Chairman & CEO, Crown
Castle International & Founder,
Chairman
VISUAL INTELLIGENCE LLC

Garret Quinn
General Manager, Ireland
PHOENIX TOWER
INTERNATIONAL

Sikander Rashid
Managing Partner & CIO
BROOKFIELD

Anastasios Koumparos
Head of Energy
Management
VANTAGE TOWERS

Alex Mestre Molins
Deputy CEO
CELLNEX

Alessandro Ravagnolo
Partner
ANALYSYS MASON

Bora Lee
Equity Research Analyst
RBC CAPITAL MARKETS

Scott Lewis
Vice President,
Next Generation Solutions
PHOENIX TOWER
INTERNATIONAL

Shylesh Moras
Senior VP of Operations,
Development and Information
Technology Systems
PHOENIX TOWER
INTERNATIONAL

Nigel Moss
COO
WIRELESS
INFRASTRUCTURE GROUP

Jose Rivera
CTO
VANTAGE TOWERS

Graham Payne
Executive Chairman
FRESHWAVE
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Meetup the 2022 speaker line-up

Gianpaolo Trella
Head of Energy Management
INWIT

Giuseppe Tricarico
Director of Sales, Europe
PHOENIX TOWER
INTERNATIONAL

We hope you can join us!

Marc Tosquella
Global Head of Energy
CELLNEX

Juliette Wallace
Head of Property
Management
MBNL

Carlos Winzer
Senior Vice President,
Corporate Finance Group
MOODY’S INVESTORS
SERVICE

Laura Graves
Research Director, TowerXchange
lgraves@towerxchange.com
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Meetup Agenda
Day One | Tuesday, 17 May
8:30

Welcome coffee and registration

09:00 TowerXchange’s welcome and state of the market address
The European tower landscape has undergone a monumental shift in the past couple of years, here we examine recent and forecast M&A activity, the new
shape of tower industry, and key trends observed in the sector.
Laura Graves, Research Director, TowerXchange

09:30 Keynote session | Fireside chat - Vantage Towers
Vivek Badrinath, CEO, Vantage Towers

09:45 Keynote session | Fireside chat – Phoenix Tower International
Dagan Kasavana, CEO, Phoenix Tower International

10:00 Keynote session | Fireside chat – Cellnex
Tobias Martinez, CEO, Cellnex

10:15

Keynote session | Fireside chat – TOTEM Group
Nicolas Roy, CEO, TOTEM Group

10:30 Networking refreshment break
11:15

Huawei keynote address

11:30

AryaTowers keynote address
Maher Belhaj, CEO, Aryason Consulting
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Meetup Agenda
11:45

Policy and regulatory update on the European towerco sector
The European Wireless Infrastructure Association provides an update on the latest policy and regulatory developments and discussions at both the European and
national level.
Jean-Pierre Faisan, Chair, Communications Working Group, European Wireless Infrastructure Association

12:00 A retrospective: How the tower industry has evolved and what’s next?
Having founded the world’s first International independent towerco, Crown Castle International, back in the early 1990s, Ted Miller and Chuck Green are viewed as the
Grandfathers of the telecom tower industry and have watched it evolve from its infancy to the highly sought after asset class it is today. In this fireside chat between
the two, Ted and Chuck reflect on some of the big changes the industry has been through, examining what have been the catalysts for such change, and exploring
where the industry will head next.
Chuck Green, Director, Vantage Towers Supervisory Board and Strategic Advisor
Ted Miller, Former Chairman & CEO, Crown Castle International & Founder, Chairman, Visual Intelligence LLC

12:20

Networking lunch

14:00 Panel: The shape of investment in European network infrastructure
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

Mobile versus fixed: where is investment being prioritised?
Public versus private networks: where is the business case for 5G and how are operators tackling the segments?
How big a role is active sharing set to play?
Is outsourcing of the RAN to third parties an inevitable evolution?
How is the OpenRAN movement shaping up?
What indications do we have around edge compute requirements?
What implications does this all have on the towerco sector?

Moderator:Alessandro Ravagnolo, Partner, Analysys Mason
Bruno Jacobfeuerborn, CEO, Deutsche Funkturm
Nicolas Roy, CEO, TOTEM Group
Jose Rivera, CTO, Vantage Towers
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Meetup Agenda
15:00

Networking refreshment break

15:45 CXO focus group |The augmented towerco concept
Focus groups are interactive sessions assembling peers from similar job functions to address common challenges. Focus group participants will be invited in
advance, with a preparatory call to set the agenda and objectives of the meeting. The focus groups are open door, enabling delegates to listen in to the sessions and ask questions. Focus groups will run concurrently with roundtable sessions.
This session will assemble CXOs from leading European towercos to discuss the need and roadmap for towercos to expand into adjacent assets and services.
<
<
<
<
<

Is a towerco that purely focuses on macro sites obsolete in tomorrow’s market?
Is there a long term role for towercos in RANsharing?
What new verticals could be towerco customers whilst preserving the towerco-like model?
Recruitment, M&A and partnerships: what is the best way to develop necessary skill sets?
Operator, regulatory and shareholder perspectives on new business lines

Host: Alex Mestre, Deputy CEO, Cellnex
Participants include:
Marcus Ala Hautala, COO, Digita
Scott Coates, CEO, Wireless Infrastructure Group
Tim Culver, Executive Chairman, Phoenix Tower International
Christina Endresen, CEO, Telenor Infra
Giovanni Ferigo, CEO, INWIT
Sonia Hernandez, CCO, Vantage Towers
Bruno Jacobfeuerborn, CEO, Deutsche Funkturm
Graham Payne, Executive Chairman, Freshwave
Nicolas Roy, CEO, TOTEM Group

or

Roundtable session I
Interactive sessions led by a host, with typically 20 participants. Each roundtable provides an opportunity to explore a given topic or problem and serves as
an excellent opportunity for structured networking around niche subjects of interest. Roundtable participants are encouraged to ask questions and join in the
discussion.
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Meetup Agenda
1A

Advanced pricing models
What are the market norms with amendment revenues, anchor tenant discounts etc? Who pays for capex in upgrades? What creative solutions are being found in
contract renegotiations?
Alessandro Ravagnolo, Partner, Analysys Mason

1B

OpenRAN
What is the European operator stance on the movement? Where will adoption first be seen? What are the early challenges being observed? What are the implications and opportunities for towercos? How should towercos be preparing?
Jon Freeman, Strategic Growth Director, Cellnex UK

1C

Tackling supply chain issues in regards to new builds
A key rate limiting factor in being able to execute new site build across Europe has been a shortage of suppliers. How can towercos address this issue and ensure the timely rollout of new sites?
Lena Betterman, Head of Supply Chain, Vantage Towers

1D

Carbon emissions reduction through operational excellence
Whilst purchasing electricity from green tariffs aids towercos in meeting their ESG goals, it cannot be used as a substitute to actively tackling your own emissions. How are towercos looking at energy and operational efficiency as a means to address carbon emissions?
Nigel Moss, COO, Wireless Infrastructure Group

1E

New policies, regulations and public funding
The latest policy changes, regulatory developments and public funding options impacting the European towerco sector
Ralf Capito, Director, External Affairs, Vantage Towers

1F

On-site renewables generation
How are companies designing and deploying economically viable solutions? In light of ESG targets what ROI are towercos targeting? What technologies, beyond
solar PV are showing promise?
Anastasios Koumparos, Head of Energy Management, Vantage Towers
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1G

From a telecom tower to a smart tower
What new applications are tower owners finding for their towers? What kind of partnerships are being explored? Which applications demonstrate the strongest
revenue opportunities? What lessons have been learned from current projects?
Luca Capozucca, Head of Innovation & Engineering, INWIT

1H

Strengthening small cell economics in urban deployments
Business models with local authorities, access to low cost fibre and technology innovations which could hold promise
Simon Frumkin, CEO, Freshwave

17:00

Networking drinks — An opportunity to unwind and network in the exhibition hall.

19:30

Networking dinner — Join speakers, delegates and sponsors at the off-site networking dinner.

Day Two | Wednesday, 18 May
08:30 Morning coffee
09:00 Panel | M&A and investment in the European tower market
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

What’s next in terms of tower carve outs and sales?
Which countries are still relatively untapped by the towerco model and how attractive are they?
Where could we see joint ventures being formed and what shape will these take?
How much towerco consolidation is expected in the long run?
“All you can eat” contracts versus amendment revenues: what’s the norm in Europe?
What other deal and contract trends are we seeing?
Will there be M&A between towercos and other parties?

Charles Clément Fromentel, Chief Financial Officer, TOTEM Group
Sikander Rashid, Managing Partner & CIO, Brookfield
James Burke, Principal, DigitalBridge
Bora Lee, Equity Analyst, RBC Capital Markets
Carlos Winzer, SVP, Corporate Finance Group, Moody’s Investors Services
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Meetup Agenda
09:50 Panel | How heightened investor ESG priorities are shaping towerco strategies
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

How is questioning from shareholders and investors evolving?
What are the ESG facets they focus on and what benchmarks are towercos being measured against?
How has this changed priorities within the business?
What steps are being made to meet ESG targets? What commitments have been put in place?
Will companies without good ESG targets struggle to gain investment and financing in the near future?
Additional benefits brought by robust ESG agendas
What cost implications and other challenges does it bring?

Ravi Suchak, Vice President Public Affairs, Sustainability & Communications – EMEA, American Tower
Nadia Chelache, Sustainability Director, GSMA
Juan Jose Gaitan, Head of Investor Relations, Cellnex
Shylesh Moras, SVP Operations, Development & IT, Phoenix Tower International
Preeti Kakkar, Head of Marketing & Sustainability, Vantage Towers
Azzahraa Annuar, Director Governance, Risk & Compliance, edotco Group

10:30 Are digital twins set to become the norm in tower management?

Digital twins have grown in prominence in the past couple of years, with a number of towercos now trialing or starting to adopt the technology. Is this panel, we
take a deeper look at the tool, questioning the biggest names in the digital twin space on how transformational digital twins could potentially be.

How mature is the technology and what does the improvement curve look like?
< Where have the teething problems been in rolling out and integrating digital twin technology into existing workflows and systems
< For which applications have digital twins made the biggest impact?
Santanu Das, Chief Acceleration Officer, Bentley Systems
Neil Garnett, Strategic Product Manager & Head of Network Deployment Digitalization Segment, Ericsson
Yariv Geller, CEO, vHive
Spencer Crawford White, Partner, Visual Intelligence
A representative, Pix4D
<

11:15

Networking refreshment break
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Meetup Agenda
11:45

Roundtable session II

2A

Enhancing the dialogue between towercos and OEMs:
As towercos move deeper into the RAN, how should the relationship between equipment vendor, MNO and towerco evolve to the benefit of all?
Mirko Masi, Director of Technology & Customer Solutions, Cellnex

2B

Addressing the threat posed by lease aggregators
How big is the risk? Why are they gaining more traction and what new approaches are they making? What is the regulatory angle? How can towercos take a more
proactive approach to tackling the issue?
Charles Duntze, General Manager, France, Phoenix Tower International

2C

The revenue opportunity from non-traditional tenants:
Where do the opportunities lie? How significant a revenue contribution can they make? How can relationships best be developed?
Ana Diaz, Regional Head of Sales, Vantage Towers

2D

The Electronic Communication Code and amendments to Town & Country Planning legislation in the UK market
What have been the outcomes in recent tribunal decisions? What changes is the industry asking for? What is the outlook? What lessons can be taken from the
process that could apply to Continental Europe?
Mark Bartlett, Operations Director, Cellnex UK

2E

Tapping into the private network opportunity
What are the features of companies who will be successful in this space? What is the competitive landscape? Which verticals hold the biggest opportunities?
What relationships, partnerships and expertise are required?
Graham Payne, Executive Chairman, Freshwave

2F

Rural networks
Policy frameworks, business models and technology choices to deliver cost effective coverage
Sonia Hernandez, CCO, Vantage Towers
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2G

Trends in urban site typologies
Rooftops, wall mounted solutions, mini-macros, street furniture, small cells – what is being deployed in dense urban environments and what new site designs are
we seeing?
Andrew Griffin, Regional Business Manager, Delmec

2H

The edge
Will opportunities exist at the tower or in other locations? How is the edge ecosystem maturing? What deployments are in place? What can be learned from the
early foray of towercos into the space?
Badiaa Bazarbacha, Regional Head of Sales, Vantage Towers

or

Energy focus group | New service lines and revenue streams in energy (By invitation only)
This session will assemble heads of energy and energy management from the towerco sector to examine the business case and practicalities of providing energy
services. Discussions will cover power monitoring, primary power and back-up power, grid balancing and applications such as electric vehicle charging.
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

Renewables energy procurement – The case for RECs and PPAs
Net zero off grid sites – current status and the future technologies
What services are required or valued by tenants?
How well positioned are towercos to provide balancing solutions to the grid?
Extending power to surrounding businesses and communities
Opportunities in EV charging networks
Regulatory/legislative challenges in power provision
The investment case
Pilots, proofs of concept and wider rollout

Host: Anastasios Koumparos, Head of Energy Management, Vantage Towers
Participants include:
Marc Tosquella, Global Head of Energy, Cellnex
Gianpaolo Trella, Head of Energy Management, INWIT
Juliette Wallace, Head of Property Management, MBNL
Mattias Grönlund, Strategic Product Manager, Energy & Enclosure, Ericsson
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or

Towerco benchmarking focus group | Defining a common set of industry metrics (open to towerco executives only)
Measuring towercos purely by tower count or geographical footprint alone provides an incomplete picture as to how different players compare to each other. There
is an unmet need to create a data source which allows towercos (as well as investors and other third parties) to benchmark towercos against each other.
With a high concentration of towerco management teams, from not only Europe but around the globe, at this year’s Meetup Europe, we will host a dedicated focus
group to agree the most import factors to measure and define a fair way in which they should be measured.
Discussions will be steered by Chuck Green, the founding CFO of Crown Castle and Co-Founder of Helios Towers who serves on array of towerco advisory boards
including Vantage Towers and edotco. Attendance at the session is restricted to towercos, please email Laura Graves lgraves@towerxchange.com to join the
session. Preliminary proposed metrics will be circulated to participants in advance

13:00

Networking lunch break

14:15

Roundtable session III

3A

From RANsharing to RAN outsourcing
How widely are European operators RANsharing? How is this forecast to evolve? How does this impact the towerco model and towerco economics? To what
extent are there growing signs that MNOs may look to outsource the RAN? What is towerco appetite to play in this space?
Giuseppe Tricarico, Director of Sales, Europe, Phoenix Tower International

3B

Forecasting site power consumption and its growth
How are towercos accurately forecasting power usage on sites? How is power usage set to change? What factors play into this and what degree of certainty do
we have?
Marc Tosquella, Global Head of Energy, Cellnex

3C

Structuring tower spinouts – where to draw the line
As operators continue to carve out towercos, how should control versus independence and the nature of agreements be balanced to achieve the goals of the
operator and maximise the potential of the towerco?
Rhys Phillip, CEO, Cornerstone
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3D

IoT, smart city priorities and the role for neutral hosts
What projects are already showing promise? What will drive adoption? Are towercos just landlords or do they have a deeper role to play? What synergies between
IoT players and towercos can be achieved?
Marcus Ala Hautala, COO, Digita

3E

Antenna evolution
The roadmap ahead and its impact on cell site wind load, power demand and economics
Thomas Kohler, COO, TOTEM Group

3F

Public transport network coverage
Bringing connectivity to commuters via the neutral host model
Alfonso Alvarez, Deputy Managing Director, Cellnex

3G

The shape of the BTS opportunity in Europe
With significant BTS contracts baked into recent M&A deals, what opportunities remain for smaller BTS players? Are MNOs showing signs of wanting to diversify
their BTS partners? What are the benefits brought by smaller or alternative players?
Nate Foster, CEO, Atlas Tower Group

3H

In-building solutions
Optimising the sales cycle, design, deployment and management
Scott Lewis, Vice President, Next Generation Solutions, Phoenix Tower International

To enquire about speaking
opportunities please email

Laura Graves
Research Director, TowerXchange
lgraves@towerxchange.com

Meetup Agenda
or

Data focus group | The digitalisation and automation efforts delivering tangible results (By invitation only)
This session will assemble towerco CIOs, COOs, heads of operations, IT and other related functions to discuss how the rollout and implementation or various
platforms and plug-ins is enhancing the way their business works.
<
<
<
<
<

Where are the biggest inefficiencies in the way that your site, billing, operational and other information is handled?
Which of these have you made good strides in tackling and which challenges are now top priorities to address?
Where have companies been able to improve automation recently? How much further do you want to go?
To what extent is it clear that there are available solutions for your needs in the market?
What are the biggest challenges in assessing these?

Participants include:
Dieter Kleerbaum, CIO, Vantage Towers
Nigel Moss, COO, Wireless Infrastructure Group
Shylesh Moras, SVP Operations, Development & IT, Phoenix Tower International
Rhys Phillip, CEO, Cornerstone
Neil Garnett, Strategic Product Manager & Head of Network Deployment Digitalization Segment, Ericsson
Yariv Geller, CEO, vHive

15:15

Networking break

15:45 Meetup wrap up and industry priorities for the year ahead
We invite select moderators and hosts from across the event to deliver a summary of the key findings from their discussion groups. What were the main
messages from group participants? What were the most contentious issues? What are the changes that people are going to be putting in place? What developments do we need to see in the sector?
Damien Kelly, Head of Innovation and Engineering, Delmec

16:30

Closing remarks and end of the Meetup
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Sponsorship and exhibition options
As the home of the European telecom tower industry, no other event gives you the same level of access to the management teams behind Europe’s leading towercos and tower portfolios.
If you do business in the European tower industry, this is one event that you cannot afford to miss. A wealth of opportunities exist both on site in London, and through accessing
TowerXchange’s year round engagement with our leading community of tower industry professionals.

Diamond Sponsors

Aryason
AryaTowers is a global leader of digital transformation for sustainability and telecommunications industries.
Based in Paris, Aryatowers solution find the harmony between digitalization and environment. We have created our ontology of Digitainability (Digitalization for
sustainability) via a Green Digital Twins that revitalize the Towerco process (going faster and more efficient) into a framework of 4.0 industry. Our mission is to
support TCO/MNO/NETCO to achieve their digital transformation towards an augmented company with better control of their assets.

www.aryatowers.fr

Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd
Huawei is a leading global provider of information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure and smart devices. With integrated solutions across four key
domains–telecom networks, IT, smart devices, and cloud services–we are committed to bringing digital to every person, home and organization for a fully connected,
intelligent world. Huawei’s end-to-end portfolio of products, solutions and services are both competitive and secure. Through open collaboration with ecosystem partners,
we create lasting value for our customers, working to empower people, enrich home life, and inspire innovation in organizations of all shapes and sizes.
At Huawei, innovation focuses on customer needs. We invest heavily in basic research, concentrating on technological breakthroughs that drive the world forward.
We have more than 180,000 employees, and we operate in more than 170 countries and regions. Contributing to the sustainable development of society, the
economy, and the environment, Huawei creates green solutionsthat enable customers to reduce power consumption, carbon emissions, and resource costs. For
more information, please visit Huawei online.

www.huawei.com

Vantage Towers
Vantage Towers is a leading tower company in Europe with around 82,000 sites in ten countries, connecting people, businesses and devices in cities and rural areas.
The company was founded in 2020 and is headquartered in Düsseldorf. Vantage Towers has been listed on the Deutsche Börse’s Prime Standard Index in
Frankfurt since 18 March 2021. At the end of September it was included in the MDAX and TecDAX Index.
Vantage Towers’ portfolio includes towers, masts, rooftop sites, distributed antenna systems (DAS) and small cells. By building, operating and leasing this passive
infrastructure to MNOs or other network providers such as IoT companies or utilities, Vantage Towers is making a significant contribution to better connectivity
and the sustainable digital transformation of Europe.

www.vantagetowers.com
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Platinum Sponsor

Phoenix Tower International
Phoenix Tower International (“PTI”) owns and operates over 14,600 towers, other wireless infrastructure and related sites throughout the United States, including
Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands, Costa Rica, Panama, El Salvador, Guatemala, Colombia, Peru, Mexico, the Dominican Republic, Jamaica, Argentina, Ecuador,
Bolivia, France including the French West Indies, Ireland, Italy, Malta and Cyprus.
PTI is devoted to helping its wireless infrastructure partners—customers, sellers, landlords, and communities—achieve their goals. Focused on the principles of
unwavering hard work and integrity, we demonstrate this mission every day through the fair and collaborative manner in which we deal with our business partners
and the dedicated operation of the wireless infrastructure sites we own and operate.

https://phoenixintnl.com/

Gold Sponsors

Delmec
At Delmec, we believe that synergy shapes success. By working together in collaborative partnerships, we engineer a smarter way to build and manage telecoms
tower infrastructure, seamlessly connecting people and businesses to the world. All of our partners, from towercos to mobile network operators, trust us to deliver
the insights and engineering expertise they need to succeed by optimising value from their tower assets. We welcome the opportunity to help our customers and
partners overcome the next telecoms tower infrastructure challenge, whatever that may be.

https://delmec.ie/

Ericsson
Ericsson enables communications service providers to capture the full value of connectivity. The company’s portfolio spans Networks, Digital Services, Managed
Services, and Emerging Business and is designed to help our customers go digital, increase efficiency and find new revenue streams. Ericsson’s investments in
innovation have delivered the benefits of telephony and mobile broadband to billions of people around the world. The Ericsson stock is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm
and on Nasdaq New York.

www.ericsson.com

OpenTower iQ
OpenTower iQ, by Bentley Systems, leverages the power of digital twins, artificial intelligence, and machine learning to provide tower owners, operators and
engineers with a single view of reliable cell tower data. Access to this data paired with powerful engineering tools in one platform makes automation of the tower
lifecycle possible. Gain critical decision support, reduce operational costs and improve service levels through OpenTower IQ.

OpenTower.com.
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Pix4D
Pix4D is a dynamic and rapidly expanding software company with headquarters in Lausanne, Switzerland, and local offices in Denver, Shanghai, Berlin, Madrid
and Tokyo. The company develops a line of end-to-end mapping solutions that convert images into georeferenced maps and models. Using advanced algorithms
based on computer vision and photogrammetry, Pix4D offers survey-grade accuracy, as well as a unique bundle of desktop and cloud processing.

www.pix4d.com

vHive
vHive is a global leader of Digital Twin software solutions. The company accelerates enterprises’ continuous digital transformation, enabling them to make better
decisions based on accurate field data, analytics, and insights. vHive’s software solution enables enterprises to deploy autonomous drone hives to digitize their
field assets and operations. The company’s solution is making an impact in a variety of industries by seeking to dramatically cut operational costs, generate new
revenue opportunities and boost employee safety.

www.vhive.ai

Visual Intelligence
Visual Intelligence is a unified drone sensor and software automation platform that digitizes tower infrastructure with millimeter accuracy to reliably deliver 3D,
engineering-grade asset intelligence.
Using patented dual-sensor drone technology and proprietary enterprise software, Visual Intelligence generates billions of datapoints to map exponentially
more measurable surface area than any alternative aerial or ground-based method. Our unique sensor-software pairing is the first industry solution that enables
enterprises to capture and execute around engineering-grade digital twins. By maximizing data fidelity and coverage, we’re exponentially increasing the ability of
artificial intelligence to automate performance capacity at an engineering level, feeding insights upstream and across new business units, vendors and geography.

https://visualintelligenceinc.com
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Silver Sponsors

Calzavara
Calzavara is an Italian company recognised worldwide for its telecommunications infrastructures implemented in high-profile urban settings. Its solutions have
proven to be an excellent balance between design, engineering, and functionality; its primary scope is to satisfy the expectations of tower companies, MNOs and
communities of citizens.
Architecture, Italian design and engineering innovation, these are the ingredients with which the company has built its success in over 50 years of history and with
which the challenge is renewed to transform telecommunication towers into the new intelligent infrastructure for the development of the Smart City, which also
includes the development of a multipurpose real estate Software app: Tower X.

https://calzavara.it/

Cellnex Telecom
The efficient deployment of next-generation connectivity is essential to drive technological innovation and accelerate inclusive economic growth. Cellnex is the
independent wireless telecommunications and broadcasting infrastructures operator that enables operators to access Europe’s most extensive network of advanced
telecommunications infrastructures on a shared-use basis, helping to reduce access barriers for new operators and to improve services in the most remote areas.
Cellnex manages a portfolio of more than 130,000 sites - including forecast roll-outs up to 2030 - in Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, France, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, Ireland, Portugal, Austria, Denmark, Sweden and Poland. Cellnex’s business is structured in four major areas: telecommunication infrastructures services;
audiovisual broadcasting networks; mission critical & private networks and solutions for smart urban infrastructure and services management (Smart cities and the
Internet of Things (IoT)).
The company is listed on the continuous market of the Spanish stock exchange and is part of the selective IBEX 35 and EuroStoxx 100 indices. It is also present in the
main sustainability indices, such as CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project), Sustainalytics, FTSE4Good, MSCI and Standard Ethics. Cellnex’s reference shareholders include
Edizione, GIC, TCI, Blackrock, Canada Pension Plan, CriteriaCaixa, Wellington Management Group, Capital Group, Fidelity and Norges Bank.

https://www.cellnextelecom.com/

Tarantula
Tarantula is a proven market leader of telecom site management solutions. As a trusted advisor and long-term partner for tower site owners and operators worldwide,
we leverage our extensive industry knowledge to support and empower our customers to build profitable and sustainable businesses. Through an end-to-end,
purpose-built telecom site portfolio management solution and knowledge-driven services, we help telecom site owners to monetize their towers.
Tarantula is a vital part of the daily management of more than 450,000 towers and US$50 billion worth of assets across the world. Tarantula is owned by Lumine
Group, a division within Volaris Group, a subsidiary of Canada-based Constellation Software Inc. Our offices are situated in Singapore, UK, and India.

https://www.tarantula.net/
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Bronze Sponsors

Asentria
Asentria provides solutions for mobile network and tower operators to manage power, security, and environmental issues at remote cell sites from their network
operations center. Telecom sites are evolving to include many new intelligent subsystem controllers for DC rectifiers, generators, cameras, access controllers, and
HVAC.
Asentria securely integrates these sub-systems into our hardware based site controller to present a single interface for management of power, security and
environment at remote sites. Beyond simple alarming, Asentria generates data for comparative site analysis and provides remote access to the underlying systems
for OPEX reducing cell site optimization.

www.asentria.com

BSS Engineering
As a global engineering provider of telecoms infrastructure solutions and services, we strongly work with our customers to reduce their capex, to increase
revenues and to open new opportunities in the business. We have a multidisciplinary team working in worldwide projects to optimise value on customers’ tower
portfolio. Headquartered in Porto, Portugal, BSS Engineering have strong capabilities in telecoms infrastructure consultancy, steelwork, structures, and technology
improvements.
We work with MNO’s and Towercos to overtake the next tower infrastructure challenge and to provide highly qualified tower engineering services and solutions.

www.bsse.pt

Documaster for telecom infrastructure
Can’t find the right documentation, the latest version of a contract? What about all your paperbased documentation?
Documaster centralizes, organizes and gives a complete picture of the documentation of sites, be it photos, “as built” documentation or landlord contracts.
Documaster makes it easy to collect all your important documentation in one place. Spend less time looking in different sources.
Documaster is for data you simply can’ t loose, all in one place. By using filters and search Documaster help you find the documents you are looking for, the moment
its needed.

www.documaster.com/en/telecom

MRI Software
MRI Software is a leading provider of real estate software solutions that transform the way communities live, work and play. MRI’s comprehensive, flexible, open,
and connected platform empowers owners, operators and occupiers to innovate in rapidly changing markets, with AI-first technology. MRI Contract Intelligence
transforms contract data into actionable intelligent insights. MRI has been a trailblazer in the industry for over five decades, serving more than two million users
worldwide. Through leading solutions and a rich partner ecosystem, MRI gives companies the freedom to elevate their business and gain a competitive edge.

mrisoftware.com
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STULZ
The company STULZ is one of the world’s leading system suppliers of air-conditioning technology for mission-critical applications and Data Centers. With the
manufacture of precision air-conditioning units and chillers, the sale of air-conditioning and humidification systems and service and object management, STULZ
achieved a turnover of around 570 million euros in 2020.
STULZ employs 2,600 people worldwide at 11 production sites and 21 sales companies. The company also co-operates with sales and service partners in over 140
other countries, giving it a global network.

www.stulz.de

Submer
Founded in 2015, Submer provides best-in-class technology that enables data centers around the world to leverage the power of immersion cooling for HPC,
hyperscale, data centers, Edge, AI, DL and blockchain applications. Headquartered in Barcelona, with offices in Virginia and Palo Alto, California, Submer consists
of an international team of engineering, technological and business experts.

https://submer.com/

TOTEM
TOTEM, is a new European TowerCo company with the ambition to become a leading player in Europe.
As an independent and neutral player, TOTEM is well-placed to offer infrastructure and connectivity solutions that create value for its customers. With its current
footprint of 26,000 towers (ground-based and rooftop based), TOTEM provides mutualised solutions for operators, as well as Distributed Antenna Solutions (DAS)
for dense and enclosed areas such as stadiums or public transport.
Connectivity, for everyone, everywhere, is at the heart of TOTEM’s strategy, bringing together operators, local authorities, landlords, businesses and institutions.
We stand to share, we share to win.

https://www.totemtowers.com/

Exhibitors

Bladon Micro Turbine
Bladon is a pioneer in the design, development, and manufacture of Micro Turbine Gensets (MTGs) using high-speed, ultra-reliable, clean-burning microturbines
together with patented air-bearing and heat-exchanger technologies that’s transforming distributed power generation.
CLEAN POWER. TODAY.

www.bladonmt.com
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Crossflow Energy
Profile to follow

iLOQ
iLOQ provides smart locking and secure access to the buildings and spaces we use daily and caters to the needs of industry and the utility sector with mobile and
digital solutions for efficient access sharing and management. iLOQ’s mobile access sharing solution allows telecoms providers to focus on their core business –
managing and maintaining sites, not providing access to them. With no security risks associated with physical keys or battery-related maintenance, iLOQ’s solution
reduces OPEX, improves operational efficiency and enhances site monitoring.

https://www.iloq.com/en/solutions/utility-networks-and-property-services/

Invendis Technologies
Invendis technologies is a leading manufacturer of IIOT hardware and software products. It delivers solutions to global customers that facilitate in managing
remote assets effectively and efficiently, while optimising energy consumption. Invendis solutions enable large infrastructure companies to monitor, control,
maintain & manage their distributed infrastructure. It measures & validates consumption of resources leading to resource optimization, facilitating environment
sustainability by reducing carbon footprint. Invendis innovates using most modern systems architectures supported by state-of-the-art development and testing
facilities. Our mature design and development processes help reduce development time, expensive hardware selections and avert interoperability failures. Our
high-end prototyping facility carries out through systems integration, verifications, and validations. We work with diverse sets of technologies, sensors, protocols,
wired and wireless communication channels and RMS/ RTU/ Controllers/ Loggers

https://www.invendis.com

IT-Development
ClickOnSite is a comprehensive IT-Development software tool for MNOs and towercos to manage tower sites, rollouts, assets lifecycle & operations at scale.
Everyone from the office to the field works on one set of data in real-time, on a PC, tablet, or smartphone. Reports provide BI. BPM automates project management.
APIs connect to your other enterprise software. AI simplifies your life.
IT-Development aims to be the #1 provider of software for managing sites and operations in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, SE Asia, and LatAm. We are telecoms
industry experts making software optimized for the industry!

www.it-development.com
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Metalogalva
Metalogalva is a Portuguese steel manufacturing company with 50 years of activity in fields of Energy, Telecommunications, Roads and Railways, Lighting,
Renewables and Steel Protection (with own Hot Dip Galvanizing Unit and Painting). It has five industrial units occupying a total area of 60.440m2 and a total gross
area of 199.000m2, with a galvanizing capacity/year of 60.000 tons.
In telecommunications, Metalogalva has more than two decades of experience in the design and manufacturing of square and triangular lattice towers and tubular
masts, specially designed to meet the requirements of the main mobile network operators. Metalogalva exports 70% of its own manufacturing for more than 85
different countries, including telecom steel structures for European and African markets.
Metalogalva promotes the excellence of its services, investing in the researching, development and innovation of its products and production lines, leading the steel
engineering and protection market not only in Portugal but abroad as well.

https://metalogalva.pt/

Polarium
Polarium provides energy storage solutions built on lithium-ion technology for the telecom, commercial, and industrial segments. Polarium’s headquarters and
R&D center are situated in Sweden, with manufacturing in Mexico and Vietnam. Polarium serves customers worldwide through its global sales channels and
presence in Indonesia, New Zealand, Sweden, South Africa, the UK, and the US. Today, our market-leading solutions are in use on all continents and all climate
zones – from the Equator to the Arctic – ensuring that the flow of energy never stops, while enabling our customers to reduce energy costs and carbon footprint.

polarium.com

Pramac
Energy experts for more than 50 years, offering a wide range of material handling equipment and innovative and specialized energy solutions in portable, residential,
commercial, industrial and mobile generators. With more than 30 years of experience and worldwide presence, PRAMAC plays a key role in the Telecom industry.
PRAMAC is a strong positioned company that has a global footprint with local presence, with 16 subsidiaries and 7 manufacturing plants in Europe, Asia and South
America, is indeed present in 150 countries and manufactures a complete and flexible portfolio, to suit customers worldwide. 2016 saw PRAMAC become part of
the Generac group forming the world’s third largest generator and lighting tower producer.

https://www.pramac.com/telecommunications | https://www.pramac.com/categories?folder=230
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Sitetracker
Sitetracker is the global standard in Deployment Operations Management software. Our proven Sitetracker Telecom for Tower solution helps you acquire sites
and efficiently manage projects, collocations, leases, and tenant relationships using built-in best practices. Starting from a future-proof cloud platform delivers
one intelligent view of your business so that you can make better, faster decisions. For example, using AI and predictive analytics, you can help predict project
performance and financials to meet current deployment demand and drive profitable growth. Sitetracker. Deploy what’s next.

https://sitetracker.com/

Thought leadership

Moody’s Investors Service
Our mission is to provide trusted insights and standards that help decision-makers act with confidence. We are a global integrated risk assessment firm that
empowers organizations to make better decisions. Our data, analytical solutions and insights help decision-makers identify opportunities and manage the risks of
doing business with others. We believe that greater transparency, more informed decisions, and fair access to information open the door to shared progress. With
over 13,000 employees in more than 40 countries, Moody’s combines global presence with local expertise and over a century of experience in financial markets.

www.moodys.com

Supporting partner

European Wireless Infrastructure Association
We are the European Wireless Infrastructure Association, the European trade association of independent wholesale wireless infrastructure providers. Our members
invest in and operate wireless infrastructure essential to the delivery of mobile voice, wireless broadband and other wireless networks.
EWIA is a well-established presence in Europe with ten towerco members operating across sixteen European countries who develop, acquire and operate
communication towers together with investment in the fibre-connected small cell networks in buildings and on city streets needed for 5G. Together, our members
have invested and operate over €100bn of wireless infrastructure assets globally and operate a portfolio of over 140,000 assets in Europe, raising the share of
independent wireless infrastructure in Europe to 35%.
EWIA advocates policies that encourage the network infrastructure investment and deployment: this is necessary to make advanced wireless broadband available
everywhere for consumers, businesses, health care, public safety and the countless other sectors that rely on always-on wireless connections. This includes
ensuring better and faster connectivity in rural areas, as well as edge computing infrastructures and network densification in urban areas to allow high capacity
and low latency new applications.

www.ewia.org
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ACCESS TO TOWERXCHANGE MEETUP

Delegate

Exhibitor

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Diamond

1 pass

1 pass

1 pass

2 passes

3 passes

4 passes

5 passes

Daytime Catering
TowerXchange Roundtable Interactions
3 x2m Turnkey Booth
Sponsored page on Meetup online networking platform
Access to pre event buyer briefing
Logo on backdrop, signage, fliers, and invites for
TowerXchange Meetup
Speaking Opportunity (subject to availability)
Choice of Bronze sponsor benefit
Choice of Silver sponsor benefit
Choice of Gold sponsor benefit
Choice of Platinum sponsor benefit
Choice of Diamond sponsor benefit
Bronze Sponsor Benefit Options
< Stationary sponsor
(provided by client)
< Gift drop (provided by client)
< Drinks coaster sponsor
(provided by client)
< Business card wallet
(provided by client)

Silver Sponsor Benefit Options
< Totes Bags (provided by client)
< Sponsorship of coffee break
day two pm
< Sponsorship of coffee break
day two am
< Sponsorship of coffee break
day one am
< Sponsorship of coffee break
day one pm

Gold Sponsor Benefit Options
< Sponsorship of breakfast (Open)
day one
< Sponsorship of breakfast (Open)

Platinum Sponsor Benefit Options

Diamond Sponsor Benefit Options

< Sponsorship of Lunch Day one

< Sponsorship of Drinks Reception

< Sponsorship of Lunch Day two

< Sponsorship of Networking Dinner

< Sponsorship of icebreaker drinks
< Targeted gift drop to selected

day two
< Lanyards (provided by client)

delegates

Contact Sarah Kerr to discuss the range of opportunities available: skerr@towerxchange.com
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Register your place and join the TowerXchange Meetup
Europe today!
17–18 May 2022 | London, UK
Full price

Early bird
Register before Friday
18 March

£2,500

£2,250

General Delegate + TowerXchange Community Membership
General delegate pass 12-month access to all TowerXchange research resources and reports (normal annual membership fee
£2,500)

£4,300

£3,870

Towerco Delegate (inclusive of complimentary TowerXchange Community Membership)
Includes access to the Meetup plenary sessions, roundtables and exhibition as well as all TowerXchange research resources
and reports.
Please register with your company email address as proof of towerco status

£1,800

£1,620

FREE

FREE

General Delegate

Includes access to the Meetup plenary sessions, roundtables and exhibition

MNO Delegate (inclusive of complimentary TowerXchange Community Membership)
Includes access to the Meetup plenary sessions, roundtables and exhibition as well as all TowerXchange research resources
and reports.
Please register with your company email address as proof of MNO status

£70

Add an optional networking dinner pass to your booking

How to register?

https://meetup.towerxchange.com/europe

|

skerr@towerxchange.com

|

+1 603 966 0160
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